AT LISA tri 839MP and
AT LISA tri toric 939M/MP from ZEISS
The proven trifocal IOL platform
Providing your patients with maximum spectacle independence.

ZEISS AT LISA tri family
Cataract patients nowadays have very high expectations concerning their visual performance after IOL implantation. Wishing to maintain their active lifestyle into older age, they require a solution that enables them to perform most daily activities without visual aids. In short, they wish to enjoy visual freedom.

The AT LISA tri family from ZEISS is the leading trifocal technology that allows you to offer your patients maximum spectacle independence. **ZEISS AT LISA tri and ZEISS AT LISA tri toric are the most widely used trifocal IOLs in the world**, making more patients happy and giving them independence from glasses at all distances.

Discover the major benefits of the ZEISS AT LISA tri and AT LISA tri toric for your patients …

- Spectacle independence at all distances
- Very good vision under all light conditions
- Exceptionally high patient satisfaction
- Proven clinical outcomes reported in over 50 peer-reviewed publications

…thanks to the unique features of the trifocal family concept:

- Two distinct focal points for intermediate and near distances
- Asymmetrical light distribution
- Pupil size independence
- Reduced visual phenomena
- Precise astigmatism correction** with the ZEISS AT LISA tri toric

** Data on file.
Excellent optical efficiency
For outstanding visual performance...

The efficient optical design of the ZEISS AT LISA tri family provides patients with advanced visual performance at all distances and good contrast sensitivity—in all light conditions.

Thanks to two additional focal points at 40 cm and 80 cm, patients enjoy a continuous range of vision from far to near, enabling them to carry out daily activities comfortably without spectacles.

The ZEISS AT LISA tri family thus enables a smooth transition between near, intermediate and far. Your patients will be able to switch back and forth between objects at different distances without the need to put on corrective glasses.

Defocus: Visual acuity over a range from 25 cm to ∞*
Designed for best light allocation across all three distances
Unique asymmetrical light distribution of 50%, 20% and 30% between far, intermediate and near foci:

- Main light allocation for far, ensuring excellent distance visual acuity
- Higher light allocation for near than intermediate: ZEISS technical research has shown that a proportionally higher light distribution towards near enhances vision for near, without compromising intermediate distance

Pupil independence and improved night vision
The non-apodized, pupil-independent design of AT-LISA tri is based on the proven long-term results of the AT LISA family and ensures consistent optical performance regardless of the lighting conditions.

Trifocal optic over 4.34 mm
Difocal from 4.34 to 6.0 mm.

Excellent image quality
Utilizing the proven ZEISS Smooth Micro Phase technology, the AT LISA tri optic does not have any sharp angles, resulting in better optical image quality with reduced light scattering.

Conventional diffractive IOL design:
- Manufacturing artifacts

Patented ZEISS SMP design:
- Main zone
- Phase zone

* Data on file.
Maximum spectacle independence
For an active lifestyle...

Freedom from vision restrictions and corrective glasses is the wish of most cataract, presbyopia or astigmatism patients. With the exceptional optical performance of the ZEISS AT LISA tri family, an active life without the need to use visual aids becomes a reality, satisfying the wishes of even the most demanding patients.

An extensive market research study with over 2,900 respondents confirmed that spectacle independence is extremely important to patients for most daily activities including shaving or putting on make-up, preparing and eating meals, playing sports and pursuing other outdoor hobbies. This means patients require freedom from glasses for near, intermediate and far distances.\(^1\)

ZEISS AT LISA tri provides excellent levels of spectacle independence at all distances, as shown in clinical data: complete spectacle freedom is higher than 90%.\(^2\)

Dr. Sri Ganesh et al. even found that 100% of patients in their study cohort could live without spectacles post surgery.\(^3\)
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Postoperative spectacle free-vision at different distances.\(^4\)
Most patients are highly satisfied with the postoperative outcomes and the attained vision quality.

Most patients implanted with an AT LISA tri IOL enjoy a very good postoperative visual acuity at each distance.

With the ZEISS AT LISA tri family, patients experience enhanced contrast sensitivity resulting in better night vision. Moreover, they report less dysphotopsia and, due to quick neural adaptation*, they can enjoy the benefits of trifocal IOLs shortly after implantation. This leads to a very high patient satisfaction, as well as a high patient referral rate.

In a study by Bilbao-Calabuig with more than 2,000 AT LISA tri patients 98% of participants reported that they would have the same surgery again.5

The AT LISA tri family from ZEISS is the leading trifocal technology that allows you to offer your patients the best possible solution.

* Data on file.
